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I   Covid-19 and finance documents 
 

In Italy, as elsewhere, COVID-19 has impacted the lives and personal safety of citizens and poses a potential 

risk to the health of our financial markets and wider economy.  

 

With respect to industries significantly affected by the COVID-19 virus, borrowers and lenders alike should 

evaluate whether the material adverse change and related provisions may become relevant under their facility 

agreements and/or under mandate letters. The consequences that can flow from events constituting a 

material adverse change include legitimate requests for early repayment and/or refusals to provide further 

funds under facility agreements, and the withdrawal of the lenders from the relevant transaction in the case 

of commitment documentation where funding has not yet taken place. 

 

As regards facility agreements and commitment letters alike, the Loan Market Association’s (LMA’s) template 

documents for leveraged finance transactions contain widely drafted language in relation to a material adverse 

change referring to the “business, operations, property, condition or prospects of the borrower” and “the 

ability of the borrower to perform its obligations under the finance documents” (the “Business MAC”). In the 

case of commitment documentation, the occurrence of this event is generally expressed to be a matter of the 

opinion of the relevant mandated lead arranger, bookrunner or underwriter. Although most of the suite of 

LMA standard documentation is English law, its templates are often the starting point for the negotiation of 

Italian transactions. 

 

As regards commitment letters in leveraged finance transactions, the LMA standard documentation 

additionally refers to the lenders’ commitment being conditional upon the absence (again, in the opinion of 

the relevant mandated lead arranger, bookrunner or underwriter) of a material adverse change in the 

international or any relevant domestic syndicated loan, debt, bank, capital or equity market with the further 

optional wording “which in the opinion of the relevant Bookrunner or Underwriter could prejudice 

syndication” (the “Market MAC”). 

 

Below we look briefly at the Business MAC and Market MAC in turn in the context of COVID-19. 

 

Should borrowers and lenders be concerned that COVID-19 constitutes a Business MAC? 
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As a preliminary remark, we note that pandemics of recent memory, such as the SARS epidemic of 2003 and 

swine flu pandemic of 2009, did not give rise to widespread litigation based on Business MAC or Market MAC 

clauses. However, a number of industries (in particular travel, tourism and leisure) in Italy and elsewhere have 

already been deeply impacted by COVID-19. Therefore, the legal consequences of COVID-19 under lending 

documentation may prove to be a different story. 

 

Material adverse change clauses are heavily negotiated in loan agreements and mandate documentation. The 

starting point, therefore, is always a close analysis of the wording of the relevant clause considered in the light 

of the specific circumstances of the borrower and the market in which it operates. To be “material”, it is 

generally considered that the relevant adverse change must substantially affect the borrower’s ability to 

perform the transaction in question. Where this relates to the Business MAC limb relating to the financial 

condition of the borrower alone, this effectively refers to the ability of the borrower to repay the loan. Where 

the wider Business MAC relating to the business, operations and prospects of the borrower is in issue, the 

ability of the Borrower to comply with its  business plan could also be relevant to the analysis. 

 

In either case, however, the relevant event must have more than a temporary adverse effect in order to 

constitute a material adverse effect. In other words, a Business MAC should generally be durationally 

significant. In light of this, it is probably too soon to tell whether the COVID-19 outbreak or any of its effects 

will have already constituted a durationally significant event. In other words, it may be that only time will tell. 

 

Given the potential litigation and reputational risks for a lender to call a Business MAC, a lender would need 

to be highly confident (and able to provide evidence) on the facts that COVID-19 constitutes a material adverse 

change prior to taking any action.  Lenders need to be particularly cautious in an Italian law context when 

calling an event of default due to the potential impact on a borrower’s operations that an acceleration can 

have. Indeed, lenders under Italian law should always consider the impact of acceleration on the financial 

condition of the borrower and its assets as well as on the relationships with its other creditors to mitigate the 

risk of negative repercussions for the lender itself. The English courts, by contrast, will tend to enforce 

contracts strictly in accordance with their terms i.e. without consideration of the potential impact on the 

borrower. For all the above reasons, experience has proved that demands for early repayment tend to be 

based on the non-compliance by the borrower with other substantial covenants, rather than in reliance on 

Business MAC clauses. In other words, lenders will generally prefer to rely on specific, objective, wording to 

call a default or draw-stop. We would expect this to be the case with COVID-19. That said, and as noted above, 

lenders and underwriters under commitment documentation are generally given more discretion to call a 

Business MAC on account of these matters generally being expressed to be a matter for the opinion of the 

lenders, which in any event has to be justified and grounded in an Italian law context. 

 

II   What about Market MAC? 

 

As noted above, the analysis always starts with the particular drafting of the relevant documentation. Bilateral 

transactions, for example, often benefit from lending commitments without Market MAC clauses. Further, the 

occurrence of a Market MAC (as with the Business MAC) in commitment documentation is generally a matter 

of the opinion of the underwriters, and therefore wider criteria may be taken into account in the 

determination. Where there is a Market MAC, a substantial impact on the lenders’ cost of funding (and, 

consequently, on the profitability of the transaction), for example, would also be relevant, particularly where 

the material adverse change drafting refers to the success of the syndication.  

 

III   Conclusions 
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Concerned borrowers and lenders alike are advised to keep the relevant clauses under close monitoring as the 

situation in relation to COVID-19 evolves in order to assess on a case-by-case basis whether such clauses could 

entitle  lenders to take remedial action 

Due to the complexity of the issues involved, it is important that assistance is sought from legal counsel in 

analyzing the detail of the documentation and relevant factual matrix. 
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